
Vector API masking support proposal for Arm SVE 

Background 
This is the masking part of https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8261663 - the second incubator for JEP 338 Vector 

API.  As the JEP described, the masked vector operations are implemented by composing the non-masked operation with 

a blend operation. See the masked “lanewise” operation on “IntVector”: 

@ForceInline 

public final 

IntVector lanewise(VectorOperators.Binary op, 

                   Vector<Integer> v, 

                   VectorMask<Integer> m) { 

     return blend(lanewise(op, v), m); 

} 

The hotspot C2 graph for the above API with an “ADD” operation looks: 

 

This can be improved by using the hardware mask feature on supported platforms, like Arm SVE and X86 AVX-512. The 

expected masked graph looks like: 

 

 

Different from the arithmetic operations, the most challenging work is the memory access (loads/stores) controlled by a 

mask. Currently the vector store with a mask is not vectorized yet, since this might not be vectorizable for normal platforms 

that do not have mask features like Arm NEON and AVX.  And some cases of vector load with mask are also not vectorized, 

since it needs to ensure there is not out of bound exception happens. See the following mask controlled 

“fromArray/intoArray” API on “ByteVector”: 

@ForceInline 

public static 

ByteVector fromArray(VectorSpecies<Byte> species, 

                                   byte[] a, int offset, 

                                   VectorMask<Byte> m) { 

    ByteSpecies vsp = (ByteSpecies) species; 

    if (offset >= 0 && offset <= (a.length - species.length())) { 

        ByteVector zero = vsp.zero(); 

        return zero.blend(zero.fromArray0(a, offset), m); 
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    } 

 

    // FIXME: optimize 

    checkMaskFromIndexSize(offset, vsp, m, 1, a.length); 

    return vsp.vOp(m, i -> a[offset + i]); 

} 

 

@ForceInline 

public final 

void intoArray(byte[] a, int offset, 

               VectorMask<Byte> m) { 

    if (m.allTrue()) { 

        intoArray(a, offset); 

    } else { 

        ByteSpecies vsp = vspecies(); 

        checkMaskFromIndexSize(offset, vsp, m, 1, a.length); 

        intoArray0(a, offset, m); 

    } 

} 

The masked load can only be vectorized when the “offset” is in the expected range normally. The same with load, masked 

store can only use SIMD instructions when all the mask values are true. Fortunately, these cases can be improved by using 

the masked vector load/store instructions with SVE and AVX-512. 

Here is a case that firstly does a non-masked vector addition, and then stores the result into an array controlled by a mask: 

public static int[] ia; 

public static int[] ib; 

public static int[] ic; 

public static boolean[] im; 

private static void masked_store() { 

    VectorMask<Integer> mask = VectorMask.fromArray(I_SPECIES, im, 0); 

    for (int i = 0; i < LENGTH; i += vl) { 

        IntVector av = IntVector.fromArray(I_SPECIES, ia, i); 

        IntVector bv = IntVector.fromArray(I_SPECIES, ib, i); 

        av.lanewise(VectorOperators.ADD, bv).intoArray(ic, i, mask); 

    } 

} 

 

With the mask feature support, the C2 compiler can vectorize the masked store by generating the following graph: 

 

As a summary, the mask feature can bring the following benefits:  

- Vector blend is not needed for masked operations anymore. 

- The mask register is used for an independent mask IR. Other optimizations like GVN and loop-invariant can apply 

to it. 

- Make it vectorizable for masked memory access (load/store/gather_load/scatter_store). 
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- There are mask instructions that can be directly used for mask operations, i.e., maskAll, toVector, allTrue, anyTrue, 

trueCount, eq, etc. 

- Tail loop elimination. 

- Others that I missed? 

In the following sections, we will talk about our (Arm’s) proposal about how to add the mask support in hotspot for Arm 

SVE. Hope these ideas can be also applied to AVX-512. 

Mask implementation in hotspot 
To implement the mask in hotspot, it needs the supports from the following sides: 

- Mask register definition and allocation 

- Mask type and basic mask IR generation 

- Generation of Vector IRs controlled by a mask 

- Backend code generation for mask instructions 

As the backend code generation is simply implemented by adding matching rules in the ad file, we will not introduce it 

here.  In the following sections, we will talk about the proposals for the first three parts. 

Register allocation for mask registers 
Since Arm SVE predicate (a.k.a mask) register is also a scalable sized register, i.e. its physical size is the vector-register-

size/8, which could be 16 bits to 256 bits depending on hardware implementation, we need some special handling for 

predicate register saving/restoring.  For regmask, we define predicate register regmask size as SlotsPerRegVmask, which 

is 1 slot for SVE while 2 (slots, 64bits) for AVX-512. 

Add Mask type 
To support the mask feature, one of the basic part is the mask type representation which maps the mask IR to the mask 

register.  For it, we define a Type named “TypeVMask” and create its map with the mask registers. Similar to “TypeVect”, 

we can get the element size and vector length information from the mask type. This might be needed during the backend 

code generation for the mask IR.  

Add Mask IRs 
Currently, the mask vector is treated as a normal vector. And the mask operations are implemented with the normal 

vector instructions. This is needed for platforms that do not support mask feature. For platforms like SVE or AVX-512, we 

propose to add some mask IRs to represent the mask. 

The mask IR means an IR that can represent a mask vector. Different with the current vector node, it uses the mask type 

as its bottom type and represented with the mask register in the backend. 

In this section, we will introduce three kinds of newly added IRs. 

Generate Mask IRs from Vector API 
As the Vector API definition, the mask can be generated with the following APIs (haven’t listed all): 

- VectorMask.fromArray(VectorSpecies<E>, boolean[], int):VectorMask<E> 

- Vector.compare(Comparison, Vector<E>):VectorMask<E> 

- VectorSpecies.maskAll(boolean):VectorMask<E> 

- VectorSpecies.indexInRange(int, int):VectorMask<E> 

- VectorShuffle.laneIsValid():VectorMask<E> 

- … 

To take fully advantage of the mask feature, most of the above operations can be compiled into the mask IRs. We will use 

the “compare” operation as an example. For vector compare, the hotspot generates the “VectorMaskCmpNode” which 

compares two vectors and saves the results to a mask vector. Since it is a vector node with “TypeVect”, while the SVE 



compare instruction saves the results to a mask register, we need to move the results to a vector register finally. As a 

result, the code for it with SVE looks like: 

cmpgt p0.s, p7/z, z16.s, z17.s ; vector compare with condition “GT” (note: p7 is preset all true) 

mov   z18.s, p0/z, -1               ; move the results in mask register to the vector register 

If a mask IR for the vector compare exists, the compiler can save the comparison results into a mask register. And the 

mask register can be directly used by vector blend and other vector IRs that use the mask as an input.  

 

Generate Mask IR from Mask Vector  
Although the compiler can generate the mask IRs for most of the above APIs. We cannot guarantee all of them can be 

compiled. This is decided by the supported hardware instructions. For example, currently we still do not have an optimal 

idea about the mask load/store. From the API definition, the mask values are stored into the memory with the boolean 

type (8-bits). However, the predicate register of SVE held one bit for each one byte available in a vector register. Arm SVE 

does not have the instructions that can directly load/store a sequence of boolean byte values into/from a predicate 

register.  The compiler has to load/store the mask values into/from the vector register as before, and add the conversions 

between vector register and mask register.  For example, the “VectorBlendNode” accepts the mask as its third input. If 

the mask does not have the mask type, the compiler needs to convert it to the mask IR firstly.  

To support it, we propose to add a mask IR which generates the mask register from a vector register. It uses the mask type 

as its bottom type and accepts a vector node as its input.  It can be used directly for vector blend and other vector IRs that 

use mask as an input.  

Converting vector IR from mask IR 
This is required not only because the SVE does not have instruction support to save predicate register to the boolean 

memory, but also because vector boxing requires the value to be a vector type. To match this, the compiler needs to 

convert the mask IR back to a vector IR for vector boxing. For the vector boxing, currently we did not have a deep 

investigation. It needs a further consideration about supporting the mask boxing. 

Basic mask support 
After adding all the needed IRs, the compiler can add the basic support according to the following graph: 

 

It is valuable to mention that all these changes can only be applied on platforms that support mask feature (SVE/AVX-

512). For others like NEON, they are not applied. 



See the basic mask support codes here: 

https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/3f69d40f08868062e2cc144b3b757dcbaa2db2d1 

https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/56185d4221b931301965da571a4aa94ebaee3deb 

 

Generate vector IRs with a mask IR as the additional input 
The following table shows the APIs that can be improved with the mask feature. 

VectorAPI Current IRs in hotspot Expected IRs with a mask 

lanewise(VectorOperators.Binary, Vector, VectorMask): 
Vector 

AddV, VectorBlend … AddV… (uses mask as the 
third input) 

lanewise(VectorOperators.Unary, VectorMask): Vector AbsV, VectorBlend … AbsV … (uses mask as the 
second input) 

lanewise(VectorOperators.Ternary, Vector, 
Vector,VectorMask): Vector 

FmaV, VectorBlend … FmaV (uses mask as the 
fourth input) 

reduceLanes(VectorOperator.Associative, VectorMask): int Repliacte, VectorBlend, 
AddReductionV … 

AddReductionV … (uses 
mask as the third input) 

fromArray (VectorSpecies, int[], int, VectorMask): Vector LoadVector, LoadVector, 
VectorBlend 

LoadVectorMasked 

fromArray (load gather) Un-vectorized LoadVectorGatherMasked 

intoArray  (store continus) Un-vectorized StoreVectorMasked 

intoArray  (store scatter) Un-vectorized StoreVectorScatterMasked 

 

We noticed that currently the c2 compiler has a node “VectorMaskWrapperNode”. We guess it is expected to be used to 

add the masking functionality for vector nodes. We tried to use it at the beginning until we found that directly appending 

the mask as an additional input to the original vector node can also work well. It inevitably needs to generate the same 

mask controlled vector node before code generation if using “VectorMaskWrapperNode”. Otherwise, the compiler cannot 

handle the potential issues during code generation. For example, if the compiler wants to generate the masked vector 

addition instruction by using “VectorMaskWrapper”, it needs to add a match rule in the ad file like: 

instruct vaddB_mask(vReg dst_src1, vReg src2, pRegGov pg) %{ 

  predicate(UseSVE > 0 && n->as_Vector()->length_in_bytes() >= 16); 

  match(Set dst_src1 (VectorMaskWrapper (AddVB dst_src1 src2) pg)); 

  … 

  %} 

  ins_pipe(pipe_slow); 

%} 
 

Since “VectorMaskWrapper” is not a node that can be matched separately, the JVM will crash due to “bad ad file” if the 

above rule failed to be matched.  As a result, we propose to use the same vector node as the final masked vector IR with 

just appending the mask node to its input list. 

Regarding to how to append the mask to the input list, we have different proposals to the blend implemented 

operations (lanewise, reduceLanes, fromArray) and un-vectorized memory (fromArray, intoArray) operations. 

For the current un-vectorized memory operations, it is un-avoidable to add the masked memory access hotspot 

intrinsic methods and change the Vector API implementations. One reason is that they are not vectorized yet. Another 

https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/3f69d40f08868062e2cc144b3b757dcbaa2db2d1
https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/56185d4221b931301965da571a4aa94ebaee3deb


and the most important one is the masked vector load/store are only supported by Arm SVE and AVX-512. It needs to use 

the java scalar version for other platforms.  

As a reference, we have created a prototype patch for the masked store. See the codes here:  

https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/2aac36d16f15b95be0e174526cabc1dd381a90ae 

 

For the blend implemented operations, we propose two solutions: 

- By changing c2 compiler only 

Recognize the “blend” pattern and transform it to the expected mask pattern. 

- By changing Vector API Java implementation + c2 compiler 

Add the mask information to the hotspot vector intrinsic methods and change the Vector API Java implementation 

a bit. 

We will talk about them in details in the next section.  The two solutions both have their relative merits.  Actually, we are 

not quite sure which one is the optimal one, but I would prefer the second one, i.e. Java + c2. 

By mainly changing C2 compiler 
This is the first proposal for the mask support to arithmetic operations. The main idea is changing the C2 compiler. Let the 

compiler recognize the vector blend pattern, and convert it to the supported mask nodes in mid-end. Before converting, 

the compiler will check the following conditions: 

- The current hardware supports the mask feature and the backend has implemented the masked vector node. 

- The second input (vector operation) of the vector blend is single used. 

- The vector blend is exactly generated for the masked vector operation (i.e. for lanewise operations, the first input 

of the vector blend must be the first input of the lanewise operation).  

The advantage of this solution: 

- Most changes are in c2 compiler, and the Vector API java implementation change is very limited. 

The shortages: 

 -     The code looks fragmentary since the compiler needs to handle different patterns for different APIs and the code 

may be fragile. 

The graph for “lanewise”, “reduceLanes” and “fromArray” are largely different. See the current blend patterns for 

these APIs below: 

Vector API C2 IR graph 

lanewise 

 

https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/2aac36d16f15b95be0e174526cabc1dd381a90ae


reduceLanes 

 
fromArray 

 
 

- The compiler must make sure the old pattern is exactly the masked vector operation in case some potential issues 

happen.  

- Each architecture has to list all the supported masked vector operations explicitly, since all kinds of vector 

operation can be the second vector blend input.  

As a reference, we also created a prototype patch for the masked binary operations. See the codes here: 

https://github.com/XiaohongGong/panama-vector/commit/372489feeae06bc53c46709d389cb0e46e9fb4f6 

 

By improving Vector API Java implementation together with C2 compiler changes 
This is the second proposal for the mask support to arithmetic operations. The main idea is directly adding the mask 

information (mask class, mask object) to the hotspot intrinsic method like the masked store. The intrinsic method is called 

both by the Vector API mask and non-mask version. For the non-mask version, the mask object is set to “null”.  

Here is the API comparison for the binary operations on “DoubleVector”: 

Before After 

  
 

The hotspot implementation has different handles according to the mask argument: 

1) When the mask argument is a null pointer, the normal non-mask codes are generated. 

2) When the mask argument is not null, the masked codes are generated. There are two situations here: 

https://github.com/XiaohongGong/panama-vector/commit/372489feeae06bc53c46709d389cb0e46e9fb4f6


2.1)  If the current hardware supports mask feature and the backend has implemented the masked vector node, 

generate the relative mask pattern. 

2.2)  Otherwise, generate the vector blend pattern like before. 

Advantages of this solution: 

- The codes are cleaner and easier to maintain.  

- The C2 compiler changes are much simpler. 

- The risk is lower.  

Shortage: 

- Most of the Vector API java implementation and hotspot intrinsic methods need to be adjusted.  

It seems higher workload. However, the good thing is that it does not need to add new intrinsic methods. 

(We prefer this solution      ) 

As a reference, we have created a prototype patch for the vector binary operations. See the codes here: 

https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/e2bea1090568efa5ef2b79b22671ce1ab2ebf09a 

 

Summary 
Currently we (Arm) have implemented the basic mask feature for Arm SVE, including: 

- SVE predicate register allocation 

- Mask type and basic mask IR definition 

- Mask support for masked vector store 

- Mask support for masked binary operations 

There are still too many missing parts need to do. Next, we will continue working on them, including: 

- Mask support for other operations (unary,ternary,reduction,load,etc.) 

- More mask IRs implementation (maskAll, toVector, allTrue, anyTrue, trueCount, eq, etc) 

- Better solution for vector mask load/store  (the memory type is boolean) 

- Vector boxing/unboxing support for mask type (deoptimization?) 

- Tail loop elimination? 

https://github.com/openjdk/panama-vector/pull/40/commits/e2bea1090568efa5ef2b79b22671ce1ab2ebf09a

